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SUCCESS THROUGH INSIGHT!

The Faster YOU Grow,
The Faster YOUR
BUSINESS Will Grow
hat do you want for your business
during the next twelve to twentyfour months? Increased
Revenues…Greater Customer
Retention…Better Margins? Common
objectives, but where do you start? Savvy
business owners develop highly effective
strategy, people and processes. The
savviest also recognize the impact their
own personal and professional
achievement has on business results.

Marketing Your Company
. . . in This Economy
nfortunately, there are some officials
who believe that there’s no need to
market their companies in economic
times such as these. After all, with the
unemployment rate as high as it is and
open positions as scarce as they are, there
should be no problem getting candidates
to want to work for your company. Right?
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That philosophy might apply to the
majority of candidates. However, when it
comes to wooing the best of the best and
the cream of the crop, basing a recruiting
strategy on that philosophy won’t produce the kind
of hiring results that will separate you from the
competition. In fact, it could actually hurt your
efforts in that area.

Are You Marketing
Your Company to Get
Great Talent?

Why? It’s been said that the only sustainable
competitive advantage is the ability to learn faster
than your competition. It’s also true that the leader
sets the tone for the team. That means it’s critical to
stay at the top of your game. Successful leaders
regularly take a high level look at their business. A
similar personal assessment is also good business
practice.

A sensible investment in the future
Even if you don’t have any open positions at the
moment, every company would benefit from having
the best talent in the industry on their team. And if
not all of that talent is currently on your team, then
it’s somewhere else, on somebody else’s team.
According to a well-used business adage, a recession
is the perfect time to take market share away from
your competition, and making sure that the best
talent available is part of your company is the
perfect way to do that.

Think of it as a holistic approach to great results.
Evaluate, develop and balance organizational,
professional, and personal capabilities to get the
competitive edge you need.
Continued on page two – Business
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If you do have open positions at the moment, there’s
a good chance that you’re swimming in applications.
But do they represent the type of candidates you
want to attract? Is the sheer number of applications
slowing down the hiring process? Despite all of the
interest shown in your open position, do you feel
like you’re still at “square one” in terms of finding
viable candidates?
Continued on page two – Marketing
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Continued from page one – Business

become a golfer with the skills, discipline, and
mental attitude required for that level of play.

Leading others and your business is only part of the
picture. As a leader, the most important person you
lead is YOU. Mastering SELF LEADERSHIP
enables you to most
effectively lead
others.

When setting goals, people focus most of their
attention on what they want to have. They want to
earn more money, lose weight, have greater respect
from their staff, develop a new product, etc. Rarely
do they think about what they have to change about
themselves, or become, to meet their goals.
However, once people change their focus to
achieving goals, they more easily attain what they
want to have.

How much of your
personal wealth is
tied up in your
business? If the
answer is much, most or all, it’s even more critical to
incorporate personal development into your strategy.
YOU are the most critical ingredient in your
personal and business success formula and you can’t
afford to skimp on your own development.

Start with the end in mind…what personal
improvements would make you more successful?
What positive behavior change is necessary for you
to get the results you desire? What is your process
for setting and achieving your objectives? What
specific knowledge and skills must you develop?
What do you need to become? Finally, what new
and different perspectives might help you
accomplish more of your goals?

How to Begin – How do you become a better
entrepreneur, salesperson, manager, or leader? The
answer is…Become a Better YOU.
Define your ideal. You might include traits such as
visionary, influential, makes tough decisions, great
delegator, etc. While these characteristics are
important, you might also include balanced lifestyle,
well-read, works hard and plays hard, makes time
for what’s important, and other behaviors. Although
not specifically business related, these traits
characterize the individuals we most admire.

The Last Word – Succeeding in business requires a
vision combined with the passion and commitment
to pursue that vision. It also requires a willingness to
change, to learn, to become, and to take calculated
risks. Your belief in yourself and your ability to
achieve influences how you deal with others and
ultimately your business results. Speed is of the
essence. The faster YOU grow, the faster YOUR
BUSINESS will grow.

Next, look at your leadership performance in the
following categories: Ability to Influence, Time
Management, People Management, Selling Skills,
Personal Productivity, and Ability to Delegate.

Reprint permission granted by author Allison Darling,
President of ManagementConcepts, Inc.

Finally, look at where you stand personally.
Consider the following areas: Financial,
Business/Career, Mental, Social, Physical, Beliefs &
Values/Spiritual, and Family.

Continued from page one – Marketing

Marketing your company for the purpose of finding
the very best talent in the industry should not be
considered a cost, despite current economic
conditions. Quite the contrary – it’s a sensible
investment in the future. After all, the economy will
rebound eventually, and when it does, top talent will
be seeking better opportunities to advance their
career. You want those candidates to see your
company as an attractive option.

What are your results compared to your capabilities?
Do you like what you see? Are there gaps? What if
you improved only one or two areas by 10 to 20%?
How would that impact your business? Studies show
that it can be significant.
What Next? – To HAVE you must first BECOME.
For instance, to have a seven-figure income, you
must first become a person with the skills and
capabilities worth someone paying you that amount.
To have a great relationship with your spouse and
children, you must become someone they see as
worthy of the relationship.

Those companies that are positioned correctly once
the rebound begins will also be better able to take
the most advantage of it. Marketing yourself not
only ensures that the best candidates will want to
work for you now, it also ensures that they’ll feel the
same way once they have more options at their
disposal.

To have a single digit golf handicap, you must

Copyright protected, Sorrell Associates, LLC all rights reserved
worldwide. ©Gary Sorrell – NewsletterVille.com
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Strategy: The Power of Thinking Big!
smart guy once told me that if I wanted to be successful, the first
thing I had to do was hang out with the most successful people I
could find. That was good advice twenty five years ago and it’s still
good advice today. If you have a small business that you want to grow,
you need to watch other companies
and other people who have paved
the way for you to follow.

A

Many people have great ideas for
their business yet few have a means
of turning those block buster ideas
into cash. If you’re going to be
successful you have to find a way to put some feet under that creativity
and that’s where strategy becomes important. A good strategic plan puts
everyone to work on your goals; employees, suppliers, clients and even
your banker know what their role is in building your business.
I have a Pleasanton based client who came to me several years ago and
asked me to find a buyer for his company. He told me he was tired and
his business wasn’t going anywhere. It wasn’t fun for him and at 42, he
was already burned out. Profits were way down and the revenue had
been flat for several years. In talking with his staff, I found they were
lacking direction, quite lethargic and very content with the status quo.
The strange part was that this was a young group who should have had
more energy than a pack of puppies.

B OOK OF T H E M ON T H
RECHARGE Your Sales Career
The advice you’ll find in this book
will make a dramatic difference to
what you’ll earn over the next five,
ten, or fifty years.
The 8 Topics Covered are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Taking Control Of Your Career
Give Meaning To Your Goals
Creating Confidence
Setting Motivational Goals
Managing Your Time
Eleven Time Management Tips
Becoming Efficient
Keeping Your Eyes On The
Road

Click here or copy and paste the
link to your web browser
www.carlhenrybooks.com/e-book-1/

I dragged them kicking and screaming to our learning center in San
Ramon for a two day planning session. When we began to look for key
opportunities the lights started to come on and when we formulated an
achievement plan the excitement started and when we turned our ideas
into action plans the whole room erupted. The energy and passion was
back and driven by a solid plan where everyone understood the goals and
what role they played in the process.
Now into their third year of building and following their strategic plan,
the company is working on a multi-million dollar growth plane and has
enjoyed double digit profits for the third straight year. The owner talks
about playing at the top of his game and if you wanted to buy his
company today, you’d have to come with a whole wheelbarrow full of
cash.
Good business strategy is not just about thinking big, it’s about getting
big. What are you waiting for?
Ed Jenks is CEO of The Jenks Group, a California Consulting Company that
specializes in strategic planning and executive development.
www.thejenksgroup.com

Learn how to do just about
everything, including many
selections on Business, at eHow
the world's most popular place to
find How To instructions.
Check it out at www.ehow.com/
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Insights for Business
2024 Powder Mill Rd Silver Spring,
MD 20903

“The goals you set for yourself and the strategies you choose become
your blueprint or plan. Strategies are like recipes: choose the right
ingredients, mix them in the correct proportions, and you will always
produce the same predictable results.”

Tel: 301-439-8317 E-mail:
aip@awarenessispower.com
Visit Our Web Site at:
www.awarenessispower.com

~ Charles J. Givens
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Want To Make Your Company More Successful?
Creativity is the key to keeping a business flourishing. And while creativity will help your business grow
stronger, there are other tools and opportunities businesses should use to their advantage.
Here are some quick tips:

Make your business appear bigger than it may be.
You might not have a huge warehouse or dozens of employees, but you can still give your
business the professional appearance of one 10 times your size. First impressions are
important. Start branding. Design a great logo for your company and put that logo on all of your media. Have a
company newsletter with information that focuses on the reader. Utilize your Web site and blog, and see if you
can get them linked to your community's Chamber of Commerce or city Web site. Join social networking sites
like Facebook and LinkedIn to broaden your network of people.
Focus on your ‘X’ Factor.
Recognize what you do and why you do it, and then research your competition. When
you discover the factor that makes your business better and different from the
competition, learn how to focus and multiply that ‘X Factor’ to achieve success.
Copyright protected worldwide. Gary Sorrell, Sorrell Associates – Marketing & branding expert

Dynamic Leadership Excellence Seminar – Learn and Cruise!
September 9‐11, 2009
Comprehensive Goal Setting
Do something extraordinary! Make time for Leadership Excellence. You will never forget this powerful, lifechanging program about personal effectiveness and productivity. Learn to set specific goals in your life and the power that it
brings.

Focus On Yourself
Dynamic Leadership gives the entire organization a common, positive language of effectiveness. Employees are motivated to
complete more work, faster, and with greater efficiency. Communication, teamwork, and problem solving capabilities
increases as employees become more optimistic, focused, positive and cooperative. The benefits to an organization of
improved performance, greater productivity, and increased levels of harmony and well being quickly result in enhanced
organizational effectiveness and financial payback.

Register for 5 seats to receive 25% off, 4 seats receive 20% off, 3 seats receive 15% off, and 2 seats receive 10% off
Call 301-439-8317 to register with Promotion code BB12309 or Fax registration form to 301-434-3317.
for Register Form - Register TODAY!

Pillars of Success. Don’t miss this book! It’s a Great Gift for your team, family, friends, or coworkers. Call Janine to order – 301-439-8317 or click on the image for more information!
PILLARS OF SUCCESS
It's no secret that success is something everyone wants. The process can be a mystery and
Pillars Of Success is a book all about revealing success secrets of several of the most
prosperous people in business today.
Contributing author Pat Bender has an Awareness Is Power® process. "The more aware you
are,” she says, "the more aware you'll become.”
You will learn what Pat says are three important things leaders and successful people have in
common.
CLICK ON THE IMAGE FOR MORE DETAILS AND TO GET YOUR COPY TODAY!!
Bayley & Bender 301-439-8317 or E-mail: aip@awarenessispower.com
2024 Powder Mill Rd, Silver Spring, MD 20903 Visit Our Web Site at: www.awarenessispower.com
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